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The Two-Headed Calf
by Laura Gilpin
 
Tomorrow when the farm boys find this

freak of nature, they will wrap his body

in newspaper and carry him to the museum.

But tonight he is alive and in the north

field with his mother. It is a perfect

summer evening: the moon rising over

the orchard, the wind in the grass. And

as he stares into the sky, there are

twice as many stars as usual.

 

 

 
 



● The beachcomber theory of creative research

● “High/lowbrow” omnivore

● What is YOUR “knowledge” lens? How might you 
embody the ‘lens’ of another character?

● Facts as the basis of metaphor



From Rebecca Solnit’s Recollections 
of My Nonexistence, Penguin Books 
2021, page 236





Excerpts from this week’s Harper’s Findings, by Rafil Kroll-Zaidi. 
https://harpers.org/archive/2022/09/findings-september-2022/

● Males of the orb-weaving spider Philoponella prominens spring away at speeds 
of up to eighty-eight centimeters per second to avoid being eaten after mating.
 

● A pregnant tortoise was found preserved in the ruins of Pompeii, and the bones 
of 350  frogs and toads were found near an Iron Age roundhouse at Bar Hill. 

● The city revealed in the Mosul reservoir by a catastrophic drought may be the 
ruins of Zakhiku, which was destroyed by an earthquake.

● The ventral striatum is activated in the brains of couples who are asked to 
compliment each other, suggesting that the anticipation is itself rewarding

MINI WRITING EXERCISE: PICK ONE OF THESE FACTS AND START WRITING. 
ANY GENRE. WHERE DO YOU GO?





“On Worry,” published Fall 2018 in The Colorado Review





Place as a Backdrop for Plot
From “Move Mountains: Activating Setting” by Ben Percy, The Writer’s Chronicle 12/2017
 
Place matters. That’s what so many people seem to have forgotten. Is it because they spend most of their 
time indoor or online—so that they’ve lost touch with their environment? Is it because every city 
contains the same neon-and-concrete gauntlet of Targets, Little Caesars, Subways, GreatClips—so that 
every place looks like every place else?
 
Someone once told me, “I want my work to feel like it could happen anywhere.” To which I responded, 
“Huh.” That’s like saying you want your character to seem like she could be anyone, Margaret Thatcher 
or Pippi Longstocking, or you want your story to seem like it could happen anytime, a thousand years 
ago or a thousand years in the future. Abstraction sucks. Good writing relies on the particulars...
 
It takes a long time to know a place. I’m not just talking about its geography. I mean its history, its 
culture, its politics, its myths. Does Bigfoot or the Hodag lurk in its woods? Is Elvis Presley or Paul 
Bunyan its most famous citizen? Can you see the northern lights coloring the horizon? Did the 
river, once so full of chemical runoff, catch fire and burn for three days? Is there a hot air balloon 
festival every August? How do they pronounce the word roof or bagel?... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
When I ask people to tell me something interesting about where they live, they often tell me, “Nothing.” Maybe, if 
you’re from a place that isn’t a booming metropolis or a tourist destination, you think it’s an unworthy stage for 
fiction. Look closer. Start listing off curiosities. Let’s say you’re in a small town in Iowa. How about the way, 
when the wind shifts just so, the air smells like the slaughterhouse twenty miles north? How about the 
murder-suicide that happened five years ago in the house across from the high school? How about the 
radioactive waste buried beneath the soccer fields? How about the tornadoes that unspool from the sky every 
spring and vacuum up the earth? How about last summer’s flood, the one so bad that people were canoeing 
down Main Street? How about the clouds stacked up like mountains and the fertilizer that runs off the 
cornfields and mucks up the rivers? How about the bluegrass band that made it big and tours internationally 
but still lives on a hobby farm outside town?...
 
When a reader first picks up a story, they are like a coma patient—fluttering open their eyes in an unfamiliar world, 
wondering, where am I, when am I, who am I? The writer has an obligation to quickly and efficiently place the 
reader in the story.

With person next to you, brainstorm a few CURIOSITIES about Bend, from past or present. Or 
maybe from your hometown, or Central Oregon more broadly. What makes Bend UNIQUE? 
(Two minutes)













WRITING PROMPT: 

THE POROUS SELF - WRITING THE BODY IN THE WORLD
Voice of Innocence vs. Voice of Experience

1. Think of a photo from your childhood or adolescence. Describe the image--what you remember about it or its 
circumstance--using “I.” Think about writing in the voice of innocence - how did your body understand the 
moment at the time? Who was there? How did you feel about that time of your life?

2. Now step back, into the present day. Can you narrow what decade this photo happened in? What about year? 
Start listing what defined the political/social/environmental world around you. Research what else was 
happening during that year/period, perhaps using Wikipedia as a launching point. Go down rabbit holes. What 
were people wearing? What was on the TV/Radio? Celebrity scandals? What phrases did people say? Your 
scope can be as narrow or as wide as you want (things happening in the town you were born vs. the whole 
country). What were your parents and their friends talking or not talking about that point? It is likely some of 
what you are researching you would not have been aware of as a younger person--that's okay! 

3. Write a second graf about the photo using the voice of experience, now padding the story with factual 
researched details. How might these details deepen character, tension, setting? 



● “The researching and writing of a piece is always an experience of 
discovery, challenging what you think you know and what you feel you 
believe…If it isn’t, you’re in a rut, working too formulaically on subjects 
that are too comfy and safe,” said science writer David Quammen.

● “I sometimes think about writing,” wrote Brenda Miller, “as though I am 
standing on a porch decades ago, the heavy lid in my hand, rummaging and 
rummaging [in a box], until some unexpected thing winks at me, tells me to 
pick it up, examine it for what story it can tell.”  


